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on May 14th 2010 VMpauto llc
joined nlgi (national lubricating 
grease institute, www.nlgi.org).
VMPAUTO LLC became the first
russian producer whose products 
were recognized by leading experts 
in nlgi.

VMpauto llc deVelopMent 
at a glance

our 
partners:

BelaZ, KaMaZ, gaZ group, 
KaaZ (Manufacturer of 
Buses paZ), liaZ, KaVZ, 
golaZ, tonar, Volat.
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for example, cost savings from the use of the 
metal plating grease Mc-1000 only at one bus 
fleet company in st-petersburg was 12.000 
USD during first 6 months of 2013, thanks to 
the longer working life of the bearings. This 
saving was achieved despite of relatively high 
cost of the grease.
In 2012 we created an innovative brake caliper 
grease MC-1600, which reduces stopping 
distance. this is an innovative product that 
doesn’t have analogues. the grease doesn’t 
burn or freeze retaining its plasticity.
the grease for cV-joints prolongs the service 
life of even cheap units. the main advantage 
of this grease is that it works in extreme 
conditions protecting high loaded cV-joints 
even if the protective boot is torn.
our main value is our specialists. they create 
products, technologies and equipment; one 

Vasily Kuzmin
phd in engineering
VMpauto director

LUBRICANTS ARE oUR 
pRofESSIoN

third of our employees are experienced 
technical researchers. 
We work with automotive assembly plants, 
energysaving
stations, construction and mining companies.
We are ready to develop and produce 
lubricants for
your own specific needs and under your own 
trademark.

Life would be impossible without 
lubricants. Everything slides, rolls or 
spins around us. Our mission is to 
create lubricants that prolong life
of mechanisms, vastly improving 
efficiency and reducing costs on 
replacement and repair.



production +
science =
innvovations



from the early beginning the company 
was focused on development and 
production of only original products. 
VMPAUTO formed scientific laboratories, 
modern production sites and team of 
specialists.
Researchers of the scientific department
cope with dozens of testing methods 
which allow quality control and 
development of new products. We 
possess more than 20 units of laboratory 
equipment. every year we renew our 
laboratory and acquire 2-3 new units.
on february 27th, 2014 one of the 
best in its category instruments was 
installed in the laboratory of VMpauto 
- modern rheometer anton paar Mcr 
102. it is necessary to notice that among 
all companies-grease developers and 
producers there are less than 10 that 
have such device in their laboratories in 
the world (analysis of NLGI Spokesman 
articles for the years 1999-2013).
every year the laboratory creates new 
products, and annual turnover growth is 
10-20%. In 2013 VMPAUTO LLC has

produced more than 1000 tons of 
products.
the company develops not only new 
products, but also develops production 
technologies, equipment and controlling 
systems. thus, during organization of 
production site for grease synthesis we 
have used technologies from germany, 
usa and russia. the equipment has been 
put into operation in 11 months from its 
design.
The packaging machine “KOMAR-3” 
developed by engineers from VMpauto 
allows packaging of high viscosity 
products and printing on plastic sachets



greases Mc

MC 1000 saves costs thanks to prolonging the life of the bearings. To
understand how it works we need to understand metal plating technology.
Metal plating technology is the process of the formation of a thin metal film
on the parts’ surfaces under high pressure. This film forms thanks to micro
metal particles contained within the grease. due to this effect wear decreases
significantly. Note: this grease should not be used in high- speed bearings.

CONfORMS TO DIN 51502/ DIN 51825: KPf 3 N-40, NLGI 3

adVantages:

Multipurpose use

temperature range from -40 °c to +140 °c

restoration effect

industry use:
 
Jsc KaMaZ, Jsc liaZ, Jsc BelMag, Jsc riat, Jsc tonar,
lincoln, Jsc rusaK, Jsc oMZ.

МС 1000  
Multipurpose Metal plating grease

Mileage is 65 000 km

litol-24 grease
(ORDINARy EP3)

Mileage is 370 000 km 

МС 1000 

grease (without
any replacement)

cost savings in a fleet of 100 
buses is more than 30,000 
USD over a 3 years period of 
operation.

Mc 1000 is successfully 
used in cars today. Over 260 
000 sachets of Mc 1000 
were supplied in hub repair 
kits for different producers 
over the last 5 years. this 
means that in russia there 
are 260 000 cars supplied 
with this grease, and that 
their drivers are able to forget 
about bearings adjustment or 
grease replacement.

MILEAGE IS 370 000 KM Of ThE IKARUS-280.33 bUS.

up to 5
times

prolongs 
bearing work life
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« ... The MC 1000 grease is used in the front and rear axles 
produced by KAAZ JSC. Please note that the grease is 
recommended to be used during the guarantee period and 
service maintenance.» Chief engineer Aleshkin V.I

«... in the same period of 2012 - 2013 the expense in purchasing 
hub bearings reduced in 4.12 times»

Since 2011 the production plant BELAZ enterprise has used 
MC 1000 as the main grease for bearings of dumpers with 
carrying capacity of 320 and 360 tons. The use of this grease 
prolongs the bearing work life in 3 times.

KaaZ paZ

Only one tyre of this giant weights 5 tons and 
stands load of 100 tons.

BelaZ



greases Mc

according to the data from the association of international carriers 
(www. asmap.ru) average loading capacity of trucks increased by 9 
tons during last 20 years, and the average driving speed increased by 15 
km/h. The greases with l ithium thickener do not satisfy requirements of 
engineers and constructors any more. extreme conditions and modes 
of use of machines led the way to the development of multipurpose 
high temperature greases. this product is now available for the end 
user. This great task was achieved by our specialists. Their qualified 
expertise has created l ithium complex ep grease with a unique drop 
point of +350°C.

CONfORMS TO DIN 51 502 / DIN 51825 KP2/3 R-35 NLGI 2/3

adVantages:

resistance to high temperature under extreme loads (up to 180°c)

application: 
The grease is used in hub bearings in high loaded trucks, electric motors, parts of 
chassis, cardan cross-joints and slider bearings.

МС 1510 BLUE 
lithiuM coMplex grease

Mc 1510 Blue grease passed 
laboratory tests under extreme 
conditions. temperatures well 
under 180°c and with a load 
of 50 000 kg/cm2 the bearing 
worked for a period equal to 
500 000 km mileage.

The braking of a loaded truck 
heats up the brake discs 
and bearings to hundreds of 
degrees.

drop point

350°С

HigH  temperature  test

Lithium
grease

american
analog

МС BLUE
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from the letter of the technical director of the 
Truck Tire Plant, Nizhnekamskshina: «... the use of 
the grease Mc 1510 Blue made possible to reduce 
significantly downtime in repair of the equipment 
like tire shapers and tire tube vulcanizers.»

from the letter of the Chief Engineer at CbK Syaskiy PPM: 
«...MC 1510 bLUE grease was used for lubricating the slider 
bearings of the drying cylinders of the equipment. this 
grease proved its high quality in comparison with world-
known analogues.»

from the letter of the Chief Engineer of MZ TONAR: «We 
use Mc 1510 Blue grease for lubrication hub bearings and 
bearings of expansion cams in axles of the tonar semitrailers. 
the grease replacement frequency decreased from 80,000 to 
240,000 km.»

Syaskiy PPM Nizhnekamskshina

tonar



greases Mc

МС 1600  
Multipurpose BraKe grease

Multipurpose brake grease MC 1600 is a unique product. This grease reduces 
braking distance during extreme braking and so assists safe braking. The innovative 
nature of this grease means it has multipurpose use and it perfectly works for all 
parts of the caliper. That’s why this grease has gained the confidence of many 
mechanics and official car service stations.

adVantages:

Suits for ALL parts of braking systems.
Reduces brake noise.
possesses high resistance to water and chemical agents.
Protects brake pads from wear.

apply a thin layer of grease
(~0.4 mm) on pistons to enable
smooth working.

apply a thin layer of grease
(~0.1mm) on caliper guide pins 
to give protection from blocking

apply a thin layer of grease
(~0.2 mm) on the reverse of 
brake pads to protect from 
brake noise and squeal.

reduces
BraKing
distance

Multipurpose brake grease MC 1600 was successfully tested and got the
approval from Scientific and Research Automotive Institute NAMI in Russia.

instruction

clean caliper parts before 
application of grease.
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1 tEst: 
inFLuence oF tHe Greases on
caLiper ruBBer sLeeves

use of copper paste (4) and synthetic grease (5) resulted in 
28% of sleeves weight losses and total hardening.

Use of the lithium graphite grease (3) and synthetic grease 
(2) resulted in swelling of rubber sleeves and increase of their 
weight per 120% and 81% respectively.

Multipurpose brake caliper grease MC 1600 keeps
its plasticity under high and low temperatures,
without influence on rubber parts and retains
perfect braking ability.

2 tEst: 
temperature test oF Greases
For BraKe caLipers

Greases were kept at  +250°С for 1 hour.

МС 1600 saved
its plasticity and
greasing properties

german ceramic
grease sample dried
out and crumbled

МС 1600 saved
its plasticity and
greasing properties.

german ceramic
paste lost its
plasticity and froze.

Greases were kept at -40 °С  for 1 hour.

1 2 3 4 5

it is very important that the grease doesn’t interact with 
rubber parts of the brake system. The caliper rubber 
sleeves of iveco bus were treated with different greases 
for the brake systems. The test was carried out for a 
period of one month. at the end of the test we analyzed 
the influence of the grease on the rubber sleeves.

tHe resuLts are:

Use of multipurpose synthetic grease MC 1600 
(1). the caliper rubber sleeve did not change either 
its mass or its volume thus keeping its protective 
properties.

{ {

independent test showed that use of multipurpose
grease MC 1600 reduces braking distance up to 7% 
(at 60 km/h).



greases Mc

МС 1620  
anti-squeal BraKe grease

МС 1630  
grease for caliper slide pins

MC 1620 ensures mobility of caliper parts, increases effectiveness and safety of 
braking process.. 

CONfORMS TO DIN 51502/ DIN 51825 :  Kf 3/4 U-20 

adVantages: 

Grease components prevent braking noise, caliper blocking and uneven 
wear of brake pads and brake discs

MC 1630 is ideal for lubrication of caliper slide pins including those with rubber 
plugs. Temperature and viscosity characteristics let grease work under extreme 
conditions from -50°c to +250°c.

conforMs to din 51502/ din 51825 :  Mf si 0/1 s-50

adVantages: 

Prevents blocking, gumming and drying up of slide pins; provides even 
wear of brake pads and safe braking.  

special grease formula does not influence rubber plugs, extend their 
service life
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МС 1400 nord  
frost resistant grease

If you are a mechanic working at mines, this grease is for you.
specialists of VMpauto llc developed grease for centralized
lubricating systems and with pumping ability in temperature range
from -53°C to +90°C.
nlgi 1/2. 
Mc 1400 nord is approved by lincoln gmbh.

CONfORMS TO DIN 51502/ DIN 51825 : KPfhC 1/2 K-60, NLGI 1/2

adVantages:

Thanks to the grease consistence class NLGI 1/2, it possesses
high pumpability properties in centralized lubricating systems
in temperature range from -53°C to +90°C.

industrial use:
riat Jsc (new urengoy), Kovdor Jsc, iZ-Kartex

high pumpability
down to

-53°C

Mc 1400 nord grease was 
approved by leading german 
company in centralized lubricating 
systems lincoln gmbh.

Mc 1400 nord grease
was successfully tested in
centralised lubricating systems
in “Groenveld” Enterprise.



greases Mc

CV-JoInt МС Х5 
Metal plating cV-Joint grease
(lithiuM Based grease)

cV-Joint Mc x5 grease contains metal plating complex and
additives that allow working in extreme wet and dust conditions.

CONfORMS TO DIN 51502/ DIN 51825 : KPf 2/3 N-40

adVantages:

high water resistance

long units operation

high loads resistance

WorKs eVen if
protectiVe Boot

is Worn

Since 2009 “belMag” CJSK
has used cV-Joint Mc x5
grease in its repair kits.

order under your
priVate laBel
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order grease for 
repair Kits under 
your Brand

iMportant!
application of ball type cV Joints 
grease in tripod cV Joints may 
dramatically reduce needle bearings 
service life.

trIpod CV JoInt GrEasE 
grease for needle roller Bearings

tripod cV Joint grease is development  of 2015. this grease was created for 
maintenance of tripod cV Joints of the most cars worldwide. 

conforMs to din 51502/ din 51825 :  Kpx 1 p-40

adVantages: 

has soft consistency (nlgi 1) for high level of filling small clearances 
between needles of bearings as well as whole unit.

does not contain solid additives (graphite, molybdenum disulphide, 
boron nitride, etc.) that can block unit work.

Wide operating temperature range: from -40°C to +160ºС.

Water resistant.

designed for the whole service life of tripod cVJ.

does not 
contain solid 

additiVes



greases Mc

МС 1520 rUBIn  
Multipurpose and Water 
resistant grease

the grease is suitable for centralized lubricating systems with pumping
ability from -15°c to +120°c. the grease operating temperature is in
the range -40°c ... +120°c.

din 51 502/ din 51825 Kp2K-40

adVantages:

high wear resistant properties.

Water resistant properties, low water washout.

application: 
the grease is used for lubricating of loaded ball and roller bearings, cardan 
joints, chassis, and other parts of mechanisms and machines working in wet 
or dust conditions.

Water
resistant

the grease withstands 
high loads in extreme 
conditions

the grease is resistant to
water washout
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МС 1610 MaGMa  
high teMperature grease 
The grease is used in rolling and slider bearings continuously working at
temperatures from -10°c to +200°c under high loads and moderate speeds.

din 51502/ din 51825 : Kpf2s-0

adVantages:

the grease doesn’t have drop point

application:
the grease is used in gears; rope and chain drive transmissions of rotary 
kilns, equipment for bitumen mixing; drying equipment for textile and food 
production; in shafts’ bearings of conveyers and bearings of kilning carts.

longterM 
WorK at

+200°С

report about use of Mc 
1610 grease in equipment 
of “furmanov bread plant” in 
Russia. “… it became obvious 
that the use of this grease 
provides more positive effect in 
comparison with other greases… 
after use of this grease noise 
and squeak during the work
disappeared.”

in bearings of autoclave carts
at concrete factories



silicone greases

silicone grease with ptfe and high penetrating ability.

adVantages:

transparent, without smell, non-toxic.

Temperature range from -50°C to +230°C

protection from corrosion

application:
SILICOT grease is used for the lubrication of locks, faucet handles,
door hinges, and other household needs.

sILICot
Multipurpose silicone grease

the grease
for

your hoMe

faucet handles

door hinges
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adVantages:

contains 5 times more silicone than aerosol products.

Keeps elasticity of the rubber parts, protects from deformation and 
drying up in warm season or freezing in cold time (temperature range 
from -50°c to +50°c).

handy nozzle with sponge provides economic and even application.

application:
silicot reZin is used for lubrication of doors’ and windows’ rubber sealants, 
washing machines’ and refrigerators’ rubber sealants,sport equipment (for diving).

sILICot rEZIn
luBricant for ruBBer sealants

instead 
of 5 aerosol

cans

rubber sealants in cars

rubber sealants of pVc
windows and doors



silicone greases

heat-resistant and high adhesion silicone grease with ptfe

adVantages:

protects from water, mud and salt water.

transparent, without smell, non-toxic, non-evaporable.

high temperature stability (-50°C...+230°C).

application:
the grease is used for lubrication of metal surfaces, rubber, wood, plastics to 
improve antifriction and water resistant properties. the grease can be used in 
lightly loaded units.

sILIConE GrEasE MС

heatresistant
grease

conveyor belts at chocolate
factory

equipment for production of
shoes 
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forplast grease for plastic pipe assembly for industries, professional 
and private use.

adVantages:

Keeps elasticity of rubber sealants.

facilitate pipes assembly.

frost resistance down to -30°C

application: 
the grease is used for all types of plastic pipes
Before assembling apply small quantity of grease on the spigot of the
pipe ends.

ForpLast
grease for plastic 
pipes asseMBly

frost
resistant

sewer plastic pipes

plastic pipes for ventilation
systems



the first hths 
Viscosity staBiliZer 
of enegine oils in 
the World!

comparable to chip tuning which 
aims to increase power and reduce 
fuel consumption.



nEw CLass oF EnGInE oIL 
addItIVEs 
hths staBiliZer iMagnet p14- MaxiMuM 
protection of Modern engines

iMagnet p14 has international novelty. this is the new age of engine oil 
additives to oils. application of only 5% of iMagnet p14 restores operational 
characteristics of modern oils and protects engine during all service interval.

iMagnet p14 is specially effective with energy saving oils- modern trend in 
automotive industry. these oils increase ecological parameters of engine, 
and save fuel because of low viscosity, as a consequence of  less friction 
losses. the ecological properties of oil are determined by hths viscosity- 
21st century parameter.

hths viscosity –viscosity under high temperature 
and high shear rate { {

the less the value of hths viscosity is - the less the friction, so energy saving 
is higher. unfortunately these types of oils have some disadvantages: they 
don’t have margin of safety. considering that conditions of engine operation 
are really extreme- everyday traffic jams, frequent drive on short distances, 
low quality petrol- energy saving oils lose its properties after 3000 km run. 
first of all low hths viscosity drops to critical value. then oil film tears in 
friction zones subjecting them to dry friction and critical wear. iMagnet p14 
prevents this process by stabilizing of hths parameter. practically it means 
engine protection during all service intervals.

uniqueness

iMagnet p14 does not contain solid particles, it prolongs engine oil 
service life in conditions of low quality fuels and when oil producers 
saves on oil additives.

iMagnet P14 components optimize oil film and work as clever oil 
magnets.

+
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+
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+
–

+
–

+
–

complex
P14
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oil with
iMAGNET P14



Metal particles inside 
engine oil- the result of 
loss in hths viscosity.

After application of iMagnet P14 5.4l per 100 km
Shear of thin oil films in micron-scale clearances of modern engines happens with 
solar escape speed. that is why it is very important for hths  to be in standard 
range. the decrease of hths viscosity below lower limit of standard range  can 
cause metal particles inside oil- result of wear. the increase of hths parameter 
sharply increase the cost of overcoming the friction.

for examples, hThS viscosity of  Castrol EDGE Titanium A5 5W30 oil on Range 
Rover Sport 3L turbo diesel dropped under lower limit only after 3000 km.  The oil 
lost its protective properties. it probably caused metal particles in the oil. 

the test which were performed on dyno stand showed that standard power and 
torque in medium and low rpm range were returned to the car. the additional effect 
of iMagnet p14 application is decrease in fuel consumption. 

Works as chip tuning- 
increases power and 
reduces fuel consumption. 

+70 hp
+200 nm

Before  7,2 l per 100 km
after iMagnet p14  5,4 l per 100 km

+70 hp
+200 Nm

power:

torque:

300.0620.0
310.0

320.0

330.0

630.0

640.0

650.0



Please kindly follow QR 
code and check results of oil 
properties in range rover 
Sport (2013, turbodiesel, 3l)

www.vmpauto.com

indications for use 
Do you use energy saving engine oils 5W-30; 0W-20?
Do you have Diesel car?
iMagnet P14 — is a real alternative for oil change every 3-5 
thousand km.

hths-Viscosity Maintenance
— prophylaxis of hths viscosity decrease.

— Traffic jams and short distance driving.

— uncertain quality of oil and fuel.

restoration of hths-Viscosity
— loss in power on low and middle rpms.

— oil burning after small mileage.

– increase in engine noise.

А

B



More than 10 years on 
WorldWide MarKet

since 2001 year

11 683 093 
car-owners has chosen

in 26 countries

International competition Lepine (Paris, 2006). RESURS was
awarded with a bronze medal in category «Energy saving».



resurs is a new generation of lubricant that is produced on the basis of
our own patented technology.

resurs is intended for protection, restoration, power increase and noise
decrease of engines and transmissions.

resurs is a lubricating composition for the restoration and vast reduction
of wear in car engines; offering car engine protection and restoration
without dismantling and overhaul.

resurs consists of metal nanoparticles that restore engine surfaces.
RESURS forms porous structure that is like a sponge, which holds the oil in
the area of friction, preventing damaging wear.

Key adVantages:

restoration and wear protection

fuel economy up to about 7%

reduces engine noise considerably

compression improvement up to about 40%

oil burn decrease

СO, Ch concentration in exhaust gases decrease

rEsUrs EnGInE trEatMEnt –
Most proBaBly the Best engine
protection in the World!

PISTON
RINGCYLINDER

WALL

RESTORED
SURFACE

«Silk Way Rally» 2011. The team 
«KAMAZ MASTER» needed to 
decrease transmission noise to 
gain a place in the competition.
the solution was: resurs t. the 
noise level decreased by 2db. 
Qualification was gained and the 
«KAMAZ MASTER» team took 
both 2nd and 3rd places.



engine treatment

Before

AfTER 30
Minutes

resurs – restoration!

resurs – poWer!

+ poWer
– fuel consuMption

the engine diagnostic test in the 
boat Tiara 31 Open 2000 showed 
that the Volvo, 220 hpx2 
engine needed repair to the 
cost of 3.000 EUR. The owner 
chose RESURS DIESEL 350g to 
solve the problem…. and it did 
successfully.

car race. a moment
of intellect and speed
concentration. engine
restorer resurs increased
the speed of honda from
240 up to 261 km/h
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RESURS foR EnginES

For all types of 
engines

For mechanical 
transmissions

RESURS foR tRanSmiSSionS

RESURS TOTAL, 50g RESURS fleet, 150g

RESURS DIESEL, 150g

RESURS , 100g

RESURS Engine Flush 

RESURS TOTAL T, 50g RESURS fleet T, 150g RESURS TOTAL AT, 50g

RESURS DIESEL, 350g

For all types of 
engines

For diesel 
engines

For diesel 
engines

RESURS Engine 
flush, 350ml

RESURS fleet AT, 150g

For automatic 
transmissions

For all types of 
engines



grinding pastes

grinding pastes
«VALVES»
neW quality, neW colour

surface before grinding

surface after grinding

Since 2003 VMPAUTO LLC has produced more than 5,000,000 units of 
grinding pastes. So why do mechanics choose this ‘valve’ paste?

the unique paste compound provides 100% tightness of the valves and 
less engine vibration.

adVantages:

100% hermecity

low consumption – 0.2 g per valve

Rough and finishing compound in one tube

grinding pastes were
successfully tested at car
service stations in russia
and Ukraine.

comfortable nozzle and 
point application means less 
waste of the paste. one tube 
is enough for the treatment 
of 200 valves.
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«PROfESSIONAL» GRINDING PASTE is blue in color. It is created especially for 
valves in petrol engines. the product contains abrasive particles that perfectly 
grinds surfaces making them ultra tight.

application:
recommended for repair shops and car service stations.

GRINDING PASTE «PROfESSIONAL»

«CLASSIC» GRINDING PASTE has a yellow color. It is created especially for valves 
in petrol engines and other metal surfaces. compared to ‘professional’, the 
grinding process with this paste takes a longer time.

application:
recommended for repair shops and car service stations.

GRINDING PASTE «CLASSIC»

diaMond’ grinding paste has a red-brown color. it is recommended for valves 
in petrol and diesel engines. it contains abrasive particles that are diamond hard 
allowing the user to treat surfaces in minimum time.

application:
recommended for repair shops and car service stations.

GRINDING PASTE «DIAMOND»
ideally suits for hard units

ROUGhNESS Of GRINDED SURfACE Ra = 0.6 mkm

aVerage tiMe of treatMent 2 Min

ROUGhNESS Of GRINDED SURfACE Ra = 0.7 mkm

AVERAGE TIME Of TREATMENT 3 MIN

ROUGhNESS Of GRINDED SURfACE Ra = 0.5 mkm

aVerage treatMent tiMe of 1 ValVe of diesel engine 2 Min

Antifriction metal plating finishing paste is used for parts sealing.

application:
Use after treatment with «Classic», «Diamond» or «Professional» pastes.

«ANf»



Aerosol  lubricAnts

silicot spray 
universal

silicot spray 
dielectric lubricant

Mc 1710
grease for battery  terminals 

silicot spray 
for rubber seals

silicot spray 
for locks and hinges 

МС 1700
Grease for booms of knuckle 
pickers and forklifts

aerosol  is designed  for protection of 
vehicle’s  ignition system from humidity 
and other contaminations.

properties: 
• Wide operating  temperature range: 
from -50°c to  +200°c.          
• has high penetrating ability and 
increase reliability of electrical parts. 
• Is neutral to plastic and rubber 
wire sheathes; possess hydrophobic 
properties and protects from chemical 
corrosion.

is designed  to be applied on battery and 
other electrical terminals.

properties: 
• Wide operating temperature range:  
from -10°c to  +120°c.
• Creates protective layer and protects 
terminals from corrosion, dust, humidity 
and salt.
• Contains anti corrosion additives and 
slows down oxidation process
attention! apply only on screwed 
terminals.

Is designed for lubrication of knuckle 
pickers and forklifts booms, wire 
ropes and chains. can be applied for 
lubrication of snowmobile chains.

properties: 
• Operating temperature range from 
-10°c to +180 °c.
• Reduces friction between surfaces and 
prevents stick-slip of boom.
• has good retention on surfaces and is 
resistant to atmospheric precipitation. 

aerosol  is designed for lubrication of 
rubber seals.

properties: 
• Operating temperature range: from 
-50°c to +200°c.                                                         
• Prevents freezing, drying up and 
discoloration of rubber, makes it 
shine and protects from aggressive 
influence of negative environmental  
factors. 

aerosol  is designed for fast lubrication 
of locks and hinges.

properties: 
• Operating temperature range: from 
-50°c to  +200°c.                                                      
• Lubricates well and protects from 
corrosion, does not influences to locks’ 
and hinges’ parts.

Multipurpose aerosol.

properties: 
• Operating temperature range: from 
-50°c to  +200°c.                                                         
• Effectively lubricates friction surfaces 
everywhere it is necessary.
• Protects metal parts from corrosion 
and oxidation.

neW neW neW

neW neW neW



Lubricants for bicycLes

МС-1900
bike chain lubricant and cleaner

МС 1910 
dry bicycle lubricant with fluoroplastic

oil for Bicycle chains grease for Bicycle Bearings

is designed for application on bicycle chains and chains of 
other units operating under loads.

properties: 
• Cleans, lubricates, protects from corrosion, and prevents 
buildup of dust, sand and dirt.                                       
• Prevents squealing and noise.
• Can be applied on dirty surface.

Is designed to be applied on bicycle chains, front and back 
sprockets, wire ropes.

properties: 
• Prolongs chain service life.                                                      
• Protects from corrosion and humidity.
• has high adhesion properties.
• Decrease adhesion of dust and dirt. 

is used for lubrication of chains, wire ropes and pedal 
shafts.

properties: 
• Repels  water, dust and dirt.                                                       
• Prevents corrosion, reduces friction and provides smooth 
and effective operation of chain.

is used for lubrication of ball bearings of all units: front and 
rear hubs, steering cup bearings, bottom brackets, pedal 
bearings, wire ropes and all threaded assemblies.

properties: 
• Wide temperature operating range: from  -40°C to +180 °C.                                                         
• Lubricates well, protects from corrosion, has good 
retention on surface and resistant to water.

aerosol aerosol 

neW neW

neW neW



The «RM» LLC was founded in 1996 
year. We specialize in production of 
high quality hand cleansers, car care
products and protective products like
‘Protective gloves’, creams, etc.

We do not hide unique properties 
under ‘clever words’. You can feel all 
the properties of our products for 
yourself. Just clean your hands with 
any product from the ‘CHISTIK’ line 
and see how it eliminates mud, oil or 
grease!

Ludmila Kapralova
phd in chemistry
chief of laboratory

clean WITH smIle!

cleaning and
protectiVe products
Of «RМ» COMPANy



CHISTIK «eXtreme» CHISTIK «proFi» CHISTIK «everGreen»

cleans heavy dirt

contains scrub

without any synthetic 
preservative agents

cleans and softens hands

contains soft scrub

non allergenic

contains natural scrub

Make your hands skin fresh

removes hard dirt and smells

for extreme dirt for frequent use eco paste

protects from penetration 
of oils, greases, fats, dust

facilitates cleaning

reduces consumption of 
soap up to 5 times

hoW to use:

apply a thin layer. dry your hands 
for 1-2 min. Wash your hands 
after work.
GOST R 52343-2005  

Protects skin from penetration
of oils, greases, fats, dust

protects from penetration of 
hazardous substances

Keeps hands sensitive

hoW to use:

apply a thin layer. 

dry your hands for 1-2 min. Wash 
your hands after work.

GOST R 52343-2005

Protects skin from water and
water solutions

effectively moisturises 
the skin

is easily absorbed

doesn’t leave oil spots

hoW to use:

apply on your clean hands 
after work.
GOST R 52343-2005

Restores skin, softens and
moisturises

«protective cream»
CHISTIK
(water-retaininG)

«protective cream»
CHISTIK
(water-repeLLent)

«protective cream»
CHISTIK
(revitaLizinG)

hands cleansers

new new new



car care products

waxis «teFLon waX»
Fast drying

waxis 
«pLastic restorer & cLeaner»

waxis 
«LeatHer restorer & cLeaner»

provides fast surface drying of car
body after washing.

fast drying.

longterm shine.

car body protection.

effectively cleans, restores and renew leather, 
protects from wear, drying and cracking 

softs leather and protects original leather color

doesn’t leave oil spots

restores and protects original color
with matt effect

Creates silk antistatic coating protecting 
from dust

doesn’t leave oil spots

waxis «tyre shine»

Restores black color. Provides wet luster and 
surface shining.

Silicone protects tires from cracking.

protects from splashes and dust.

new new



Быстро восстанавливает черный 
цвет, создает мокрый блеск и яркость 
поверхности

Силикон в сотаве чернителя предохраняет 
шины от расстрескивания.

Надолго защищает от брызг и пыли.

unique foamless technology antistatic

CHISTIK
«CAR POLISh ShAMPOO»

CHISTIK
«ANTISTATIC AUTO ShAMPOO»

waxis «TyRE ShINE»
concentrate

1st shampoo that contains 35% of car polish

cleans

protects

provides shine

protects from dust up to 7 days

anti-dust properties

gel concentrate for professional tires treatment

Restores and provides deep black color, protects 
from cracking.

protection from dust.

low consumption.

waxis aerosol 
«tyre shine»

car care products

newnew

Restores black color. Provides wet luster and 
surface shining.

aerosol creates thin even layer.

protects from splashes and dust.



characteristics
МС 1000 МС 1510  

Blue

3 2/3

i

LitHim 
soap

compLeX 
LitHium
soap

2 764

872

0, 70

2 933

922

0, 60

7,0

cV Joint
МС x5

2/3

BlacK

-40...+120

195

3 920

980

0, 75

12

7,0

nlgi

colour*

group of base oils ( api)

base oil viscosity @ 40°С, cSt
(typical values)

Thickener type

Working temperature range
(temperature of the friction unit), °С

Drop point, °С, not less than
(ASTM D2265)

Lubricating properties @ (20±5) °С
(fourball wear machine)
(ASTM D2266; ASTM D2596 ) :

– weld point, n, not less than;

– critical load, n, not less than;

– scar diameter  392 N during 1h, mm, 
not more than

Metal corrosion (gost 9.080)

Water washout test @ +79°c, not less
than (ASTM D1264)

Water spray off test @38 °С, %,
not more than (astM d4049)

oil separation %, not more than
(astM d1742)

BlacK Blue

60 - 80

-40...+120 -40...+180

12 13

6,0 4,0

195 350

LitHium 
soap

4,0

МС 1400 
nord

1/2

BlacK

i + iv

LitHium 
soap

20 - 25

-60...+120

190

784

2609

0, 60

20

—

grease naMe               /              specifications
МС 1520
ruBin

2

red

1,5

-40...+120

175

2450

1100

0,55

13

7,0

LitHium-
caLcium
soap

low-temperature torque at -40°c, n*m, 
not more than (ASTM D4693)

7,0

МС 1410

1/2

BlacK

30 - 35

-50...+120

190

824

2325

15

4,0 2,0

0, 60

7,0

* the color can Be changed if required



МС 1600 silicone
grease Mc

1/2 1/3

Beige White

syntHetic ruBBer

150 - 170

-50...+1000 -50...+230

310 230

—

—

—

—

—

—

—5,0

witHstands

—

5,0

grease naMe               /              specifications
МС 1610
MagMa

2

BlacK

220 - 250

 modiFied mineraL 
tHicKener

-10...+200

более 370

2930

1166

0,80

8,0

i v

tripod 
cV Joint 
grease

1

yelloW

МС 5115-2 МС ECO EP2
(MC 41.81.3-2)

МС 4115

2             1             0              00/000

Blue froM yelloW to light BroWn

ii + vii + v

2 2

140 - 180 170 - 190 60 - 80 170 - 190

LitHim soapcompLeX LitHium soap

-40...+160 -40...+180 -20...+120 -40...+120

280 195 195        180           170          160

2607

1235

0,50

2930

921

0,65

2607

1166

0,50

2930

921

0,65

20 12 12          15             25                 —

—

—

—

7,0

10,0

9,0

5,0

6,0 4,0

—20 — 9,0

1,5 10,0



© «VMPAUTO» 04/2015

scientific & production company VMpauto offers
you production under your private label.

We have been developing and supplying products
under different labels for several years and we are
ready to satisfy your needs.

production facilities allow products producing
and delivering in short terms and in your original
packaging.

Packaging is up to your needs: sachets, tubes, cans,
pails, etc. We are ready to discuss and accept all
your ideas!

production under
your tradeMarK

We work with Russian and
international manufacturers:
BelMag, lsa group, pK tor,
“Kurs Avto”, Mikado, baltkam,
Sinekon, VbP, Zollex, Dafmi, etc.

vmpauto LLc,
40a promyshlennaya str,
198095, saint-petersburg, russia,
tel.: +7(812) 601-05-53,
fax: +7(812) 601-05-57,
e-mail: export@vmpauto.com
www.vmpauto.com

all products
can Be produced

under your tM


